SAFETY & HEALTH EXPO 2018: SHOW PREVIEW
RRC INTERNATIONAL
Stand R115

In their 90th Anniversary year RRC
are once again getting ready for the
2018 Safety and Health Expo. Gary,
Kevin, Nick & Emma will be on stand
R115 to answer any questions you
may have on RRC’s HSE training and
consultancy services.
To help celebrate their 90 years of
delivering the highest quality training
and education with our students,
customers and friends, RRC have some
very special offers at this year’s show.
A prize draw will each day see the
lucky winner receive £1,000 training
voucher for use on any RRC course,
plus runners up prizes of Health &
Safety for Dummies books. One lucky
winner will also get our mystery
prize, which is something to enjoy and
nothing to do with training or HSE.
They are launching their all new
NEBOSH Certificate courses at
the show and will be offering show
discounts of 30% on all online

REBO SYSTEMS
Stand P380

Rebo Systems are presenting their
new Rebo SMS R1, a colour, cut sign
and labelling system, at SHEXPO 2018.
Creating health and safety signage
in colour has become faster, more
effective and easier to produce inhouse with the remarkable new SMS
R1 system.
The R1 is a desktop system that can
print in multiple colours, cut any
shape in any number of quantities in
minutes. This allows users to create
one-off safety messages and multiple

courses plus
some special
offers on
classroom
courses.
As always they
will have their full
library of NEBOSH
course materials
and will be selling
these off for highly
discounted prices on the last day,
as this saves them having to carry it
back to the car.
For those who cannot make the show,
Michael, RRC’s roving reporter, will
again be running their popular virtual
expo featuring news and videos live
from the exhibition, interviews with
the RRC On Stand Team and some
surprise guests. There will also be
the chance to sign up for prize draws
and special offers, as well as some
free downloads.

Over the years the safety shows in
Harrogate, Birmingham and now
London have been a highlight of the
year. It is really great to meet our
students and customers, and we have
received great feedback over the
years that has helped RRC innovate
and remain one of the UK’s leading
training providers.”
www.rrc.co.uk

3M AND SCOTT SAFETY
Stand M220

Gary Fallaize commented: “Being
with RRC for nearly a third of its 90
years I have seen a lot of change.

Science-based technology
company 3M and premium
manufacturer Scott Safety will
exhibit as one at this year’s Safety
& Health Expo.

signs and labels in one process. The
R1 gives the safety professional the
ability to create unique, fully legal
safety information with a highly ‘risk
specific’ message and format.

It comes after 3M acquired Scott
Safety in 2017, expanding 3M’s
range of personal protective
equipment (PPE) to include selfcontained breathing apparatus
(SCBA) systems and gas and flame
detection instruments, among
other innovative devices.

Controlling costs, making delivery
instant and with an enormous range
of materials including high durability
coloured vinyl, certified glow in
the dark and low and high strength
adhesives – the R1 adds a higher level
of effectiveness to the communication
of safety and identification, of hazards
and risks in all environments.
www.rebosystems.com

At the exhibition stand, 3M will
display its wide PPE portfolio,
including these new devices
and the company’s pre-existing
offering, with experts on hand to
answer visitors’ questions.
Steve Crouchley, senior marketer
for the 3M Personal Safety division,
said: “We’re excited that 3M and
Scott Safety will be exhibiting as
one at this year’s Safety & Health
Expo, allowing us to showcase our
newly expanded offering.
“I encourage visitors to stop by
our stand. We look forward to
speaking with new and existing
contacts at what is sure to be
another great event.”
www.safety-health-expo.co.uk
www.3M.co.uk/safety
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www.tomorrowshs.com

